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DIFFERENT SIZES 
BEST POSSIBLE FIT 
A range of sizes ensure best personal fit and comfort.

4 POSITION NOSE BRIDGE™ 
INDIVIDUAL FIT FOR EVERY NOSE 
Four different fit options thanks to a comfortable adjustable nose bridge.

DOUBLE-SNAP NOSE  
PADS™ 
INDIVIDUAL FIT FOR EVERY NOSE 
Comfortable fit and grip thanks  
to adjustable nose pads.

DOUBLE-SNAP NOSE 
BRIDGE™ 
INDIVIDUAL FIT FOR EVERY NOSE 
Comfortable fit and grip thanks  
to an adjustable nose bridge.

EXTREME WRAP AROUND  
DESIGN (10 BASE) 
MAXIMUM FIELD OF VISION AND BEST PROTECTION 
Completely wraps around the eyes for the  
widest vision and maximum protection.

WRAP AROUND  
DESIGN (8 BASE) 

  
Wrap around provides wide field  

of vision and side protection.

narrow: 2 positions

wide: 2 positions

TECHNOLOGY IN ALPHABETICAL ORDER
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TECHNOLOGY

FACE-FIT FOAM PAD 
PROTECTION IN TOUGH CONDITIONS  
Detachable foam pad protects against harsh conditions with a snug face-fit.

FLOAT 
KEEP EYEWEAR AFLOAT 
Attached to headstrap to keep eyewear buoyant if it falls into water.

HEAD STRAP 
SECURE FIT 
Maximum hold and comfort thanks to a perfect fit.

LENS LOCK SYSTEM™ 
EASY LENS CHANGING 
Sliding the adidas logo releases the lenses quickly so they can be easily swapped.
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QUICK-CHANGE LENS SYSTEM™ 
EASY LENS CHANGING 
Durable, quick and easy system for swapping lenses.

QUICK-RELEASE HINGE™ 
DETACHABLE TEMPLES 
Patented release mechanism for the temple hinges. The temples can be easily clicked in or out.

TRACTION GRIP™ 
SECURE AND COMFORTABLE FIT 
Perfect stability and comfort thanks to non-slip contact points on the temples.

SPX® 
ULTRALIGHT AND FLEXIBLE FRAME 
Ultralight, flexible and allergy-free frame material guarantees a comfortable fit.

TECHNOLOGY IN ALPHABETICAL ORDER
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TRI.FIT™ 
ADJUSTABLE FIT 
3-position temples adjust to provide best fit and minimise incoming wind and glare.

SWEAT BAR 
KEEP SWEAT OUT OF EYES 
Detachable foam bar keeps sweat out of the eyes.

VENTILATION SYSTEM 
ANTI-FOGGING 
Dynamic ventilation technology that directs airflow across lenses to prevent fogging.

VISION ADVANTAGE™ PC LENS 
DURABLE SCRATCH-RESISTANT LENSES 
Multilayered polycarbonate lens provides best protection and is scratch resistant.

TECHNOLOGY
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LENS TECHNOLOGY

BASIC LENSES LST™ LENSES

adidas Sport eyewear lenses are optimized towards sport-specific  
requirements with antifog and hydrophobic coatings.

CLEAR 
Wind-/UV Protection
Ideal lens for night-riding or cloudy conditions. 

LIGHT TRANSMISSION: 93%
LENS CATEGORY: 0

GREY
Ideal lens maintaining true colors in bright 
conditions.

LIGHT TRANSMISSION: 13%
LENS CATEGORY: 3

SPACE 
Highest protection especially in extreme  
light conditions.

LIGHT TRANSMISSION: 5%
LENS CATEGORY: 4

YELLOW 
Increases visibility in foggy and cloudy 
conditions.

LIGHT TRANSMISSION: 87%
LENS CATEGORY: 0

LST™ ACTIVE 
Increases visibility in low light- and  
shady conditions.

LIGHT TRANSMISSION: 16   %
LENS CATEGORY: 3

LST™ CONTRAST
Enhances high-contrast vision especially 
against green backgrounds.

LIGHT TRANSMISSION: 14%
LENS CATEGORY: 3

LST™ BRIGHT 
Increases visibility in low light/cloudy/ 
stormy conditions.

LIGHT TRANSMISSION: 60%
LENS CATEGORY: 1

LST™ BLUELIGHTFILTER 
Increases visibility in extreme light  
conditions.

LIGHT TRANSMISSION: 10%
LENS CATEGORY: 3
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VARIO/POLARIZED LENSESCOLOR MIRRORED LENSES 
Ideal lens maintaining true colors in bright conditions.

LENS TECHNOLOGYLENS RANGE

LIGHT TRANSMISSION: 17   %
LENS CATEGORY: 3

RED MIRROR
LIGHT TRANSMISSION: 12   %
LENS CATEGORY: 3

BLUE MIRROR

LIGHT TRANSMISSION: 14   %
LENS CATEGORY: 3

GOLD MIRROR
LIGHT TRANSMISSION: 12   %
LENS CATEGORY: 3

CHROME MIRROR

LIGHT TRANSMISSION: 13   %
LENS CATEGORY: 3

GREEN MIRROR
LIGHT TRANSMISSION: 17   %
LENS CATEGORY: 3

PURPLE MIRROR

RECOMMENDED USELENS CATEGORY
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57
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TO%

97

92
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20

LIGHT ABSORPTION RANGELENS DESCRIPTION

very darkly tinted not suitable for driving

darkly tinted

moderately tinted

slightly tinted

transparent to slightly tinted

VARIO LENS 
Ideal lens for low light- as well as bright 
conditions. 

LIGHT TRANSMISSION: 14   %-89%
(CLEAR TO GREY)

LST™ POLARIZED 
Glare-blocking lens for all purposes.

LIGHT TRANSMISSION: 12%
LENS CATEGORY: 3

POLARIZED
Glare-blocking lens for all purposes.

LIGHT TRANSMISSION: 13%
LENS CATEGORY: 3
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Clear vision allows you to see every tiny detail, so that you can perform better  
and enjoy the sports you play. Seeing correctly reduces eye fatigue, increases  
concentration, and lowers your risk for injuries. Just a small change in prescription  
drastically increases your risk of losing focus. High quality sports eyewear protects 
the eyes and provides first class vision. For athletes who require prescription lenses,  
adidas Sport eyewear offers a range of prescription solutions compatible with their  
individual needs and types of sport.

You can choose between DIRECT GLAZING, ADAPTER, and CLIP-IN solutions to  
ensure optimal performance through optimal vision – your individual prescription  
solution,built for performance!

YOUR OWN
PRESCRIPTION
SOLUTION

PRESCRIPTION

DIRECT GLAZING
Uncompromised vision in sport.  
Provides you with the largest field  
of vision for perfect sight from  
every angle.

ADAPTER
Provides you with a wide
range of prescription options.

CLIP-IN
This versatile prescription 
solution allows you to quickly 
and easily change lenses.

LENS TECHNOLOGY
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PRESCRIPTION LENS TECHNOLOGY

“WITH THESE PRESCRIPTION 
SOLUTIONS IN LST™, I CAN SEE EVERY 

TINY DETAIL, REGARDLESS OF 
LIGHT CONDITION” 

GEOFF GULEVICH (CAN)

“WITH THESE PRESCRIPTION 
SOLUTIONS IN LST™, I CAN SEE EVERY 

TINY DETAIL, REGARDLESS OF 
LIGHT CONDITION” 

GEOFF GULEVICH (CAN)
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PRESCRIPTION

RX DIRECT INFRAME GLAZING

DIRECT INFRAME GLAZING 
(up to 10-base frames) 
A more permanent solution offering  
perfect vision in all directions, especially  
with freeform technology, which is exactly 
calculated at every angle to the individual 
needs. Various adidas models offer the  
possibility of direct inframe glazing. 

The tilted position of the lenses in sharply curved eyewear causes optical side-effects.

In order to obtain the right eyewear, the lenses should be corrected. You can download the correc-
tion program Silhouette wrap-around calculator from our website (http://b2b.silhouette.com) free 
of charge. The program integrates all customer data, frame data and lens data into the calculation, 
in order to obtain the best possible customer-specific correction of all optical aberrations. Please 
contact your local distributor. The vertical lens size means that bifocal and progressive lenses can 
be fitted. However, the lens type must be tailored to the wearer‘s individual requirements.

PLEASE NOTE:
- Correct the distance refraction using the Silhouette wrap-around calculator
- Do not correct the addition (= difference between the distance prescription and 
 the near prescription)

If using bifocal or progressive lenses, the large face angle may make the lenses difficult to wear, so 
such glazing is carried out under your own responsibility. 

RX SPARE PARTS
FK 85-3  box
SHS17  microfiber bag
P 0029  mounting box
RX clip-in rimless
BLS 63  plastic sleeve
Silicon 1,0   shock absorber
RX adapter nylor
NY 2  nylon thread
AP11  metal cover panel

PERFECT SIGHT FOR ATHLETES 
The prescription concept by adidas Sport eyewear guarantees sportsmen and women  
clear and undistorted vision. Built to face anything, with all the performance benefits an  
athlete needs, with prescription included. This means best performance even in extreme  
situations, which can be adjusted to individual preferences and diverse sports.

 

THE PRESCRIPTION CONCEPT 
adidas Sport eyewear guarantees athletes clear, undistorted vision for  
maximum performance in every situation, even in extreme locations.
 

AS INDIVIDUAL AS YOU
The prescription concept is adjusted to individual needs and different sport types.
For athletes who want to achieve maximum performance with optimum vision.
 

SAFE AND ADVANTAGEOUS 
Clear vision means less risk of injury thanks to optimum reaction times  
and better risk assessment. Reduced eye fatigue increases concentration  
and visual performance, which results in a higher fun factor in sport.
 

ONLY THOSE WHO CAN FOCUS 
ON THEIR TARGET WILL ACHIEVE IT.
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min. 0.75 mm

0.75 mm

min. 0.6 mm

0.6 mm

RX ADAPTER NYLOR 

For adapter glazing.
-  wide field of vision
-  glazing can be done by an optician  
 (like nylor glazing)
-  more glazing possibilities with
 adapter than with direct glazing
-  we recommend polycarbonate or HIX lenses

RX ADAPTER FULLRIM 
RX optical adapter incl. clear demo lenses for 
alignment available. Please contact your local 
distributor.

50 6060 transparent without demo lens

PRESCRIPTIONRX ADAPTER

50 6050 black without demo lens

RX LENSES 

Base 8 compensated due to  
the high wrap angle (>10^°).

ADAPTATION 

Glazing type: nylor. Glazing with groove  
depth 0,75 mm, groove width min. 0,75 mm 
(see diagram). A lens former is available.

MOUNTING 

Remove adapter from the frame. Insert RX 
lens first nasal than temporal in the adapter. 
Pull the nylor in the groove from frontside. 

RX LENSES 

Base 8 compensated due to  
the high wrap angle (>10^°).

ADAPTATION 

Glazing type: nylor. Glazing with groove 
depth 0,6 mm, groove width min. 0,6 mm 
(see diagram). A lens former is available.

MOUNTING 

adapter + RX lens  
RX lens inserted into adapter from 
behind - beginning nasally

50 6050 grey without lens 
extended: 51 6050 grey without lens

50 6060 grey silver mirror without lens 
extended: 51 6060 grey silver mirror  
without lens
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a715 a714

a723

48 x 30 mm  
(1192 mm2)

49 mm

24 mm

23°

48 x 35 mm  
(1364 mm2)

50 mm

24 mm

23°

a708

48 x 30 mm  
(1192 mm2)

49 mm

22 mm

23°

48 x 35 mm  
(1364 mm2)

50 mm

22 mm

23°
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RX CLIP-IN RIMLESS

RX CLIP-IN RIMLESS 
-  glazing parameters approx. -6/+6 HIX lens
- practically invisible
-  extensive field of vision
-  RX clip-in rimless is protected against
 external influences by the sun lenses
-  most cost effective method for changing 
 sunglass lenses according to different  
 light conditions
-  can be used for sport eyewear up to 10-base
-  great variety of shapes
-  suitable for bifocal and progressive lenses
 due to the deeper lens shape (a714/a715)

RECOMMENDATION
- high index lens 1,6
- dioptries:+/-6 dpt possible
- antireflective coating

Drilling angleMarked Lens Drilling Jig
affixed NASAL

INSTRUCTIONS

PRESCRIPTION
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a731

39 x 30 mm (869 mm2)

39 mm

26 mm

18°

a747

49 x 37 mm (1480 mm2)

58 mm

17 mm

12°

a727

39 x 32 mm (921 mm2)

39 mm

26 mm

10°

a798

39 x 32 mm (921 mm2)

39 mm

26 mm

10°

a779

46 x 31 mm (1099 mm2)

47 mm

19 mm

17°

RX CLIP-IN RIM

RECOMMENDATION

- CR 39/ high index lens 1,6 this depends on dioptries
- dioptries:+/-10 dpt possible
- antireflective coating

RX CLIP-IN RIM 
-  glazing parameters approx. -10/+8
- RX clip-in rim is protected against
 external influences by the sun lenses
-  most cost effective method for changing sunglass  
 lenses according to different light conditions
-  can be used for sport eyewear up to 10-base

-  easiest glazing
-  easiest mounting (warming not necessary)
-  the most cost-saving solution regarding
 the lenses
-  independent of lens material
-  quick and easy lens change 

Attention: short distance to eyelashes!

PRESCRIPTION


